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CREATING TAXONOMIES AND TRAINING DATA 
FOR DOCUMENT CATEGORIZATION 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates generally to the cre 
ation of taxonomies of objects, particularly objects that can 
be represented as text, and to categorizing such objects. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] In a previous invention, US. Pat. No. 6,360,227, 
We described a generalized method for automated construc 
tion of taxonomies and for automated categorization, or 
content-based recommendations. A system based on that 
invention might be used, for example, to construct a tax 
onomy, or organized set of categories, into Which all of the 
documents on the Web might be categorized Without human 
intervention, or to ?lter out objectionable categories of data 
on children’s computers. US. Pat. No. 6,360,227, issued 
Mar. 19, 2002, is incorporated herein by reference in entirety 
for all purposes. 

[0003] It Would be advantageous to have general, semi 
automated methods for creating training data for such sys 
tems and further re?nements in the creation of taxonomies. 
These neW methods make it possible to create taxonomies of 
very large size that can be used to categorize even highly 
heterogeneous document collections (such as the World 
Wide Web) With near-human accuracy. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] An aspect of the present invention is to provide 
methods, apparatus and systems for constructing a tax 
onomy in a Way that makes sense to both humans and a 
machine categorizer, and then selecting training data to 
enable a categorizer to distinguish With high accuracy 
among very large numbers (e.g., 8,000 or even very much 
more) of categories in such a taxonomy. A central feature of 
advantageous methods is the selection of categories that are 
minimally-overlapping. 
[0005] In a particular aspect the present invention provides 
a method for generating from a plurality of training docu 
ments one or more sets of features representing one or more 

categories. The method includes the steps of: forming a ?rst 
list of items such that each item in the ?rst list represents a 
particular training document having an association With one 
or more elements related to a particular category; developing 
a second list from the ?rst list by deleting one or more 
candidate documents Which satisfy at least one deletion 
criterion; and extracting the one or more sets of features 
from the second list using one or more feature selection 
criteria. 

[0006] It is advantageous for the method to include in the 
step of forming a ?rst list the steps of: creating one or more 
formed queries, Wherein each formed query is in regard to 
a simple category; submitting each of the at least one formed 
query to at least one search engine providing a set of results; 
retrieving a set of URLs from the set of results to the step of 
submitting; and composing the ?rst list of items, such that 
each item also represents a particular training document 
pointed to by one URL from the set of results. Other aspects 
and embodiments Will become clear from the description of 
the invention herein. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0007] The invention is best understood from the folloW 
ing detailed description When read in connection With the 
accompanying draWings, in Which: 

[0008] FIG. 1 illustrates an example of an overall process 
in accordance With the present invention; 

[0009] FIG. 2 illustrates an example of a method for 
selecting categories from a list of candidate categories; 

[0010] FIG. 3 illustrates an example of a method for 
building categories from more general categories; 

[0011] FIG. 4 illustrates an example of selection of train 
ing data for each category; 

[0012] FIG. 5 illustrates an example of the WinnoWing of 
the training data; 

[0013] FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a method of using 
a set of general categories to form supercategories; 

[0014] FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a method using a 
set of more detailed categories as a starting point to form 
supercategories; 
[0015] FIG. 8 shoWs an example of hoW overlap betWeen 
categories is reduced; 

[0016] FIG. 9, illustrates an example of the extraction of 
differentiating features from a set of training data; and 

[0017] FIG. 10 illustrates an example of a method for 
testing for category overlap. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[0018] In this invention, We provide general, semi-auto 
mated methods for creating training data for categorization 
systems and further re?nements in the creation of taxono 
mies. These neW methods make it possible to create tax 
onomies of very large size that can be used to categorize 
even highly heterogeneous document collections (such as 
the World Wide Web) With near-human accuracy. 

[0019] Training data are the data used in automated cat 
egorization systems to teach the systems hoW to distinguish 
one category of document, from another. For example, one 
might train a categorizer to distinguish betWeen documents 
about men’s health and Women’s health by collecting a set 
of documents about each subject, and then applying some 
sort of feature extraction process, Which Would try to deter 
mine the essence of What makes documents about men’s 
health different from Women’s health. The features used by 
most feature extraction processes are Words, or less com 
monly groups of characters or Word phrases. Generally, 
many features are extracted; in our example, a feature 
extraction process might extract Words like men, prostrate, 
and male for men’s health, and Women, ovarian, gyneco 
logical, and female for Women’s health. Generally, the goal 
is to extract a large number of such features, in part because 
a speci?c document to be classi?ed, herein referred to as a 
test document, may include only a feW of the features that 
Were discovered during the feature extraction process. 

[0020] The process of feature extraction becomes more 
complex as such systems try to distinguish among larger and 
larger numbers of categories, and as the training documents 
become more heterogeneous. This occurs for several rea 
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sons. First, as We increase the number of categories being 
considered, We usually ?nd it more di?icult to ?nd features 
that differentiate one category from another sufficiently. In 
the above example, if We try to distinguish, say, men’s and 
Women’ s literature, as Well as men’ s and Women’s health, all 
of the features (Words) We mentioned for men’s health may 
also occur in men’s literature. Also, many training docu 
ments include information about more than one subject. 

[0021] More subtle issues also arise in almost all catego 
rization systems. For example, the selection of the categories 
amongst Which We Wish to distinguish may substantially 
impact the results. Most existing categorization systems start 
With a human-selected set of categories; these may or may 
not be sensible to a machine-based categorizer. For example, 
a human may choose categories such as “American Civil 
War battles” and “American Revolutionary War battles.” 
HoWever, because battles in these tWo Wars often occurred 
at the same locations and With similar Weaponry, a Word 
based categorization system may have great dif?culty dis 
tinguishing betWeen these topics if it does not possess, for 
example, the knowledge that a short battle description 
including the date 1776 is unlikely to be about the American 
Civil War. 

[0022] The selection process for the training documents is 
equally important. For example, issues that might be 
described as ones of sampling bias arise in Which the Ways 
in Which We pick the particular training documents from 
heterogeneous document collections can bias the resulting 
set of selected features. If, for example, We pick all or most 
of the training documents for a particular category from one 
author, then the Words selected as features may re?ect the 
vocabulary of that particular author rather than some set of 
features We Would ?nd in all documents on that same 
subject. We usually generalize this requirement to become a 
criterion that training documents must be su?iciently dis 
similar to one another. That is, We ensure that We have as 
broad and representative a sample of the subject as possible 
by removing documents that are too similar to other training 
documents; often “too similar” is de?ned as closer than 
some preset distance from one another (see beloW for a 
description of distance measures). 

[0023] Furthermore, many potential training documents 
sulfer subject contamination; that is, they include more than 
one subject, and We carefully treat such documents to avoid 
picking up features that actually belong to another subject 
than the one of interest. When trying to automate the process 
of collecting training documents, We therefore advanta 
geously add another criterion; namely, that the training 
documents be suf?ciently similar to one another (Within a 
certain distance of one another). Documents including mul 
tiple topics, and documents too far off topic, are excluded by 
this criterion. 

[0024] Once the training data have been selected and the 
features extracted from them, a categorizer, or system for 
assigning categories to documents, is usually invoked. Such 
a categorizer uses the features extracted from the training 
data for each category to determine, in some manner, the 
category or categories to Which one or more test documents 
should be assigned. Categorizers range Widely in terms of 
their sophistication. HoWever, the goal of almost all such 
systems is to be as accurate as possible; usually this accuracy 
is measured relative to some human-derived testing stan 
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dard, such as comparison to categorization of a standard set 
of documents into a knoWn taxonomy by a group of humans. 

[0025] Interestingly, the availability of testing standards 
has tended to focus efforts on building better and better 
categorizers; i.e., ones able to better distinguish documents 
knoWn to belong to a particular category Within a human 
derived taxonomy. The current invention, hoWever, has 
found that a much more useful exercise is to focus on the 
construction of the taxonomy in such a Way that both a 
human and a machine categorizer can most effectively use it. 

[0026] In practice, the needs of humans and machine 
categorizers can be hard to reconcile. On the one hand, a 
taxonomy should make sense to the human. As used herein, 
a taxonomy is said to make sense and/or be sensible to a 
human if the categories conform to a rather vague set of 
cultural norms about hoW information should be organized 
and of What is important (e.g., a taxonomy of computers 
based on the size of their on-olf sWitches Would not normally 
be considered sensible, but one based on the computing 
poWer of the central processor Would be). Examples of the 
cultural norms about taxonomies might include: 

[0027] l) A taxonomy of categories is organized in a 
hierarchical fashion, from the most general to the most 
speci?c, With each more speci?c topic being a subcat 
egory (subdivision) of the preceding more general 
topic. 

[0028] 2) The labels on the taxonomy describe the 
topics or concepts accurately and completely. 

[0029] 3) Nearness of tWo nodes on a taxonomy indi 
cates that the topics are conceptually related. 

[0030] 4) Categories are generally of the same scope for 
nodes at the same level (e.g., nodes labeled “history” 
and “preschool educational software” Would not nor 
mally be at the same level, i.e., the same distance from 
the starting point of the hierarchy). 

[0031] 5) The taxonomy is complete Within its scope; 
for example, a taxonomy of medical diseases Would 
include all diseases, and Would not omit major diseases 
such as cancer. 

[0032] On the other hand, in order for machine categori 
zation to be accurate, the requirement is more speci?c, 
namely that there be a Way to accurately describe the 
boundaries of each category. It is thus entirely possible to 
have a category that, for example, has Well-de?ned bound 
aries but is nonetheless not very sensible (such as the 
example using size of on-olf sWitches). Much of this inven 
tion describes hoW to reconcile these tWo sets of needs. 

[0033] Much of the current implementation of this inven 
tion utilizes data obtained on the World Wide Web. Each 
document on the Web typically is stored on one or more 

computers; for each such document, there is a Uniform 
Resource Locator, or URL, Which can be translated into an 
exact location at Which the document may be reproducibly 
located and retrieved. Web search engines are designed to 
help users ?nd documents by giving them the URL (and 
perhaps other information such as title and abstract) of 
documents or other objects located on the Web. Users 
typically use the search engines by submitting a query, or 
specialized set of Words describing the items they Wish to 
?nd. For example, a set of documents on personal computer 
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manufacturers might be retrieved by submitting a query such 
as +“computer companies”+“personal computer”—softWare. 
For many such engines, Words or phrases in the query that 
are required to be present might be preceded by a plus sign, 
and Words or phrases required to be absent are preceded by 
a minus sign. Search engines then return a list of informa 
tion; this information virtually alWays includes at a mini 
mum a list of hypertext links, or URLs listed in a special Way 
Which enables a browser, or Web page vieWer, to retrieve the 
linked-to page Whenever a user performs the action of 
clicking their mouse (pointer) on the text associated With the 
link. 

[0034] Another typical operation in most categoriZation 
systems involves converting a document from a piece of text 
to a numerical representation. This enables the system to 
easily and e?iciently compare and describe documents. A 
commonly-used system to describe documents mathemati 
cally uses the frequency of features in a document. In this 
method, a dictionary of interest is constructed. Each item in 
the dictionary is described With an identi?er (a unique 
number). Multiple items in the dictionary may be assigned 
the same identi?er if they represent the same general con 
cept; commonly, for example, Words are stemmed, meaning 
that endings are removed. Words that are the same after 
stemming are assumed to be the same. Thus, for example, 
the Words play, played, and playing all are forms of the Word 
play, and thus are stemmed to play, and assigned the same 
numerical identi?er. A document is then converted to num 
bers by counting the frequency of occurrence of each Word 
from the dictionary in the document, and creating a math 
ematical description, or vector, Which gives the numerical 
identi?er and frequency of each feature in that document. 

[0035] A collection of training documents from a given 
category is also often described numerically. One such 
representation is a centroid, Which might roughly be thought 
of as the mathematical description of the “typical” document 
from this category; in tWo dimensions, the analogous rep 
resentation Would be the center of a circle. Such a centroid 
is computed as the average of the vectors describing the 
collection of training documents from that category. Often, 
a pseudo-centroid is used instead of a centroid; a pseudo 
centroid is similar to a centroid, but instead of having an 
exact sum of the vectors, a pseudo-centroid adds some 
variant of the vectors, such as one in Which the square roots 
or logarithms of the frequencies are used instead of the 
frequencies. Pseudo-centroids are used rather than centroids 
because they are less sensitive to the presence of highly 
unusual training documents. 

[0036] In systems involving categorization, it is often 
important to measure the similarity of tWo documents, or of 
a document to a centroid or pseudo-centroid. One of the 
most common, and most simple, techniques for doing this is 
the cosine measure. In effect, the cosine measure is a simple 
angular measure analogous to the familiar cosine of plane 
geometry, except applied to multidimensional space (Where 
the dictionary Words are the dimensions and distances are 
related to Word frequencies). The cosine measure varies 
from 1.0 When tWo vectors are completely identical to 0.0 
When the tWo vectors are completely different. Details on the 
calculation of pseudo-centroids and cosines are in US. Pat. 
No. 6,360,227. 

[0037] One other useful concept in this discussion is that 
of supercategory. In considering large numbers of categories 
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(perhaps thousands or even tens of thousands of categories), 
it is often convenient to group categories together into 
collections We have called supercategories; such groupings 
may also reduce computational complexity and improve 
computational speeds in forming categories and in catego 
riZing documents. These supercategories may be groupings 
based on “is-a” relationships (e.g., “canoeing is a Water 
sport”) or groupings by similar vocabulary (e.g., all catego 
ries mentioning the Word “religion”) or even just things like 
“every set of 100 items in this alphabetical list is a super 
category.” Typically, hoWever, supercategories include cat 
egories With some property or set of properties in common. 

[0038] A ?nal, key concept in this invention is “overlap.” 
Much of this invention describes Ways of keeping categories 
from overlapping, or at least of minimiZing overlap. Several 
examples of overlap may help. For example, tWo categories 
may overlap if one is a subcategory of the other (e. g., cookie 
is a subcategory of dessert). A more subtle form of overlap 
can occur When categories are not mutually exclusive (We 
often describe this by saying that they Were not “sliced and 
diced” in the same Way). Thus, for example, We might divide 
a category called databases into subcategories called parallel 
and single-system, or into subcategories called object-ori 
ented and relational, but not into all 4 subcategories, because 
a database can be both parallel and relational; i.e., the 4 
subcategories are not mutually exclusive and thus are said to 
overlap. In a more rigorous sense, categories are said to 
overlap to the extent to Which they share common features. 
Overlap can often be reduced by judicious selection of 
highly differentiating features, i.e., by using only features 
Which best distinguish one category from another. Thus, for 
example, Within a supercategory on databases, a category on 
object-oriented databases and a category on relational data 
bases may overlap on the Word “database” but can perhaps 
be differentiated because one mentions “object-oriented” 
frequently and “relational” infrequently or not at all, and the 
other mentions “relational” frequently and “obj ect-oriented” 
infrequently or not at all. 

[0039] FIG. 1 shoWs a How diagram of an embodiment of 
an example of a taxonomy construction and training data 
selection process described in this invention. Subsequent 
?gures shoW details of many of its steps. It begins With step 
101, the selection of a set or sets of potential categories for 
the categorization system. This selection is by any of a 
variety of means. One such means is to choose a subject 
area, and then successively divide it into logical subcatego 
ries. Another such means is to collect a large number of 
possible category names from a variety of sources. The 
categories can be, although do not need to be, arranged in 
any particular order or hierarchy. In general, this step Works 
best if the categories selected are as non-overlapping as 
possible; i.e., if they are either conceptually as independent 
of one another as possible, or if they include as feW features 
in common as possible. HoWever, a useful criterion is that 
the categories be human-selected, so that they ultimately 
make sense to human users (in contrast to machine-selected 
categories, Which often do not make sense to human users). 

[0040] In step 102, training data is selected for each of the 
categories selected in step 101. Often, this is a list of training 
documents knoWn or purported to be representative of each 
of the selected categories. Generally, for reasons of statis 
tical sampling, the number of training documents is large, 
With a mix of documents from a number of different sources. 
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[0041] In step 103, the training data for each category 
from step 102 are WinnoWed doWn to a smaller set of 
training data, by applying some set of criteria. We have 
found that the most effective criteria are related to ensuring 
that each training document is purely on one topic, namely 
that of the category of interest. 

[0042] In step 104, the training data obtained in step 103 
from several related categories are grouped into a supercat 
egory using some supercategory formation criterion. It 
should be noted that if the categories are all closely related 
already, this step may not be necessary; hoWever, for large 
heterogeneous systems of categories it is necessary to enable 
us both to reduce the computational requirements for solving 
the problem and to best pick out highly differentiating 
features (step 106 beloW). 

[0043] In step 105, the grouped training data from step 104 
are compared and overlap among categories Within a super 
category reduced or eliminated. 

[0044] In step 106, a set of differentiating features is 
extracted from the training data produced in step 105. 

[0045] In step 107, pairs of categories With the highest 
similarity are examined to determine hoW to reduce the 
degree of overlap. The goal of this step and the preceding 
steps is to produce a set of features With a minimum degree 
of overlap betWeen and among categories and supercatego 
r1es. 

[0046] Often, the output of steps 101-107 is used With an 
automated categoriZer to categoriZe a set of documents. 
Thus, optionally, in step 108, a set of test documents is 
selected. This may be by any of a plurality of means; the 
goal is simply to pick documents that need to be categorized 
for some particular purpose. In step 109, the test documents 
are categorized using the features extracted in step 106. 

[0047] Optionally, in step 110, We may, after step 107 or 
some other point in the process, use a re-addition criterion 
to add back into our set of training documents some of the 
documents eliminated in step 103 in order to increase the 
number of training documents. The most common source of 
documents to reinsert in our system is the documents 
omitted in step 103 because their title did not match the 
required Words in the query and the decision Whether to 
re-add the document is based upon it being suf?ciently 
similar to the documents obtained after step 107. In practice, 
as described beloW, some of these steps occur iteratively and 
some of the steps may occur simultaneously. 

[0048] We routinely implement at least three versions of 
step 101. The ?rst method is simply to manually form a set 
of categories of interest. The second method of implement 
ing step 101 is shoWn in FIG. 2. In step 201, a large set of 
potential category names is collected from a variety of 
sources. Because the names are from multiple sources, it is 
desirable to eliminate duplicate names, step 202; this 
reduces the number of names substantially. Then in step 203, 
the reduced set of category names from step 202 is converted 
into a query, usually With at least one required Word or 
phrase; this query is then submitted to a plurality of Web 
search engines in step 204. The search engines return a 
plurality of URLs, titles and abstracts for each category in 
step 205. The full text of each document described by the 
search engines is retrieved in step 206. The vector for each 
document is calculated in step 207, and from these a 
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pseudo-centroid is calculated for each category in step 208. 
The cosine betWeen every pair of pseudo-centroids is cal 
culated in step 209; pairs of categories With high cosines 
(high similarity) are then manually examined in step 210 and 
some of the categories Where high overlap exists are manu 
ally discarded or modi?ed to produce a re?ned list of 
categories With loW to moderate overlap. In some cases, it is 
possible to omit steps 206 and 207; the pseudo-centroid is 
then just the vector describing all of the titles and abstracts 
for a given category. In another variant, We create compound 
queries (generally the Boolean OR of tWo or more queries) 
rather than the simple queries of step 202, in order to provide 
a more ?exible representation of the topic; e.g., “bathroom 
sinks” might be represented as a query +“bathroom sinks” 
OR +“bathroom sink.” The components of the query are 
usually submitted separately and the results from the various 
components combined into a single set of training docu 
ments. 

[0049] FIG. 3 shoWs an alternative implementation of step 
101. In practice, the method of FIG. 2 is rapid, but often 
results in a set of categories that are less than optimally 
independent of one another. Hence, We supplement the 
method of FIG. 2 With a more manual method, as folloWs: 
In step 301, We select a starting general category area. In 
step 302, We divide that category into subcategories using 
some criterion that is consistent across all subcategories. We 
may repeat step 302 several times to produce ever ?ner 
subcategories. The best results are obtained With this method 
When the criterion for dividing is absolutely consistent; this 
tends to produce categories that logically, at least, do not 
overlap. Steps 303 through 310 are then essentially identical 
to steps 203 through 210, respectively. 
[0050] FIG. 4 shoWs the details of an example implemen 
tation of step 102, namely, the selection of training data for 
each category. In principle, the selection can be from any 
existing list of training documents knoWn to be about the 
category of interest. HoWever, such lists are often not 
available and should be constructed, advantageously in an 
automated fashion. Hence, We start With the output of step 
101, Which is a list of categories. Generally, We use only the 
leaf nodes, or most detailed categories in the taxonomy. In 
step 401, We form each name into a search-engine query by 
ensuring that it meets the syntax rules required by the search 
engines We utiliZe. We noW, in step 402, determine if each 
query includes a required Word or phrase. If the query does 
not, We make at least one Word or phrase required. In step 
403, We submit the query to one or more commercial search 
engines and, in step 404, obtain a neW set of results 
including URLs, titles and abstracts. We also, in step 405, 
eliminate all duplicate URLs; i.e., ones that point at the same 
document. We then eliminate all URLs Which do not include 
some set of key Words in some portion of the document, step 
406. For example, We may eliminate documents not includ 
ing the required Words in the title of the document. We may 
also require other Words from the query in the body of the 
text or the abstract. This has the highly desirable effect of 
eliminating most of the documents that are not entirely on 
the topic of interest. For example, if the query is +“arti?cial 
intelligence” then a document Which only mentions arti?cial 
intelligence in a document about “RevieW of advances in 
computer science” is probably less likely to be about AI than 
a document Where the title is “RevieW of recent research in 
arti?cial intelligence.” In step 407, the documents pointed to 
by the URLs remaining after step 406 are retrieved to create 
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a ?rst list of training documents. For each document in this 
list We maintain its URL and a set of document elements 
including title, abstract, and the document text. For each 
such document, a vector is calculated, step 408, Which 
includes the Words and Word counts for all the stemmed 
Words in the document that also appear in our dictionary. All 
of the lists, documents and vectors are generally stored for 
subsequent use or reuse; often, the documents are concat 
enated together With descriptive headings by category to 
make them easier to access. 

[0051] In FIG. 5, We shoW hoW step 103 (WinnoWing the 
training data) is implemented in practice using one or more 
deletion criteria. The ?rst deletion criterion is generally the 
elimination of outliers; i.e., documents too dissimilar to 
other training documents. The underlying principle here is 
that if a set of training documents is carefully selected in the 
?rst place, then it is highly likely that the documents closest 
to the centroid of this set of documents is actually about the 
topic of interest. By discarding outliers, We leave just 
documents close to the centroid. In step 501, We begin using 
the output of step 102 to produce a neWly re?ned (second) 
list of documents by ?rst using the vectors from all of the 
training documents in the category to calculate a pseudo 
centroid. Next, in step 502, We calculate the cosine betWeen 
each of the documents in the category and the pseudo 
centroid. We then implement a second deletion criterion by 
?nding documents that are highly similar to one another, in 
particular by inspecting the URLs of all documents in the 
set, in step 503, to ?nd Which are on the same physical 
computer (server) as one another. All but some small num 
ber, typically 2, of those on the same server are discarded in 
step 504; We do this by discarding from amongst those on 
the same server the document With the loWest cosine (i.e., at 
the furthest distance) to the pseudo-centroid. This improves 
statistical sampling for the training set by avoiding over 
Weighting the sample With too many documents from the 
same server. If too many documents on the same server still 

remain, steps 501-504 are repeated as necessary. 

[0052] As an alternative to steps 503 to 504, We may also 
delete one of any pair of documents that have more than 
some preset number or fraction of their features in common. 
In any case, once this is complete, We continue eliminating 
outliers, by iteratively recalculating the pseudo-centroid of 
the remaining documents (step 505), calculating the distance 
of all of the documents from that pseudo-centroid (step 506), 
determining if the document furthest from the pseudo 
centroid (i.e., the one With the loWest cosine) is at a greater 
distance (having a loWer cosine) than a preset threshold 
(anyWhere betWeen Zero and unity, inclusive) from the 
pseudo-centroid and, and if it is, discarding that document 
from further consideration (step 507). If the distance is less 
than or equal the threshold, We stop the iterations. In our 
system, the threshold, Which can range from 0 to l, is 
typically 0.25. An alternative to steps 505 to 507 is to 
eliminate those documents that have the feWest number of 
features in common With any of the other training docu 
ments, based on pair-Wise comparisons of documents. Other 
document elimination criteria may include: eliminating 
training documents that do not include at least one or more 
preselected Words or phrases; ?nding that tWo training 
documents have the same title and abstract and eliminating 
one of the tWo training documents; ?nding that tWo training 
documents being tested have a small distance measure 
betWeen them and eliminating one of them; and combina 
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tions of these criteria. If We use supercategories, these 
criteria may be applied to only documents Within the same 
supercategory. 

[0053] Steps 101 to 103 are then generally repeated With 
a large number of categories, creating a list of training 
documents for each category; We often try to obtain a list 
having at least 50 to several hundred training documents for 
each category at this point in the process in order to have a 
suf?ciently representative sample of the category. At this 
point, We may skip to step 105. HoWever, for large numbers 
of categories, and When higher-speed categorization is 
required, useful and/or desired, We have found it advanta 
geous to ?rst group similar categories together into super 
categories. We subsequently describe several different 
supercategory formation criteria to de?ne Which categories 
are similar to one another. 

[0054] In FIG. 6 and FIG. 7, We shoW tWo of the methods 
We have used to implement step 104, namely the formation 
of supercategories. In FIG. 6, We shoW one method We have 
used, namely to build an initial system including a smaller 
number of more general categories that are then used to 
de?ne the supercategories in a second, larger system. In this 
technique We ?rst, in step 601, implement steps 101-103 and 
105-110, With the outcome being a relatively small number 
of categories (1167 in our speci?c case). We then in step 602 
collect all of the categories that are logically related (e.g., all 
softWare-related categories) together into a supercategory 
(e.g., softWare); i.e., the supercategory formation criterion in 
this case is that the categories be logically related. In step 
603, We repeat steps 101-103, except With a second, much 
larger set of categories (45,000 in our case). We calculate the 
pseudo-centroid of each category in the original set (step 
604), and each category in the second (larger) set (step 605) 
and compare the cosines of each of the ?rst set With each the 
second set (step 606). We then ?nd the closest category in 
the ?rst set to each category in the second set (step 607). 
Each category in the second set is then assigned the super 
category of the best matching item in the ?rst set (step 608). 
The net effect of this process is to use the supercategories of 
a small set of data to determine the supercategories of a 
second set. For example, We had about 80 softWare-related 
categories in our ?rst system that We grouped together into 
the “software” supercategory. We then used these to ?nd 
about 500 categories in the second system that Were soft 
Ware-related. In effect, We used a categoriZer based on the 
?rst system to bootstrap the building of the second system. 

[0055] In FIG. 7, We shoW a second process We have used 
for building supercategories, in Which the supercategory 
formation criterion is more complex, in that it starts With 
grouping by logical relationships but then moves categories 
to supercategories With Which they have the most features in 
common, as measured by cosine distances. This process is 
very analogous to the steps used in FIG. 1 for selecting 
training documents, and indeed uses much the same math 
ematics, except applied to categories rather than documents. 
In this process, in step 701 We complete steps 101-103 for 
a large number of categories. We then calculate, step 702, 
the pseudo-centroid of each resulting set of training data for 
each category. We then group together apparently related 
categories into supercategories by ?nding Which are logi 
cally related to one another (step 703); i.e., We manually 
assign categories to an initial supercategory. We then, in step 
704, calculate the pseudo-centroid of each supercategory 
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based upon either the sum of the pseudo-centroids of the 
categories or the pseudo-centroid of the collection of indi 
vidual documents of the categories. We then calculate the 
distance (typically cosine), step 705, betWeen each category 
pseudo-centroid and each of the various supercategory 
pseudo-centroids. Categories are reassigned to a neW super 
category based upon ?nding, step 706, the closest supercat 
egory pseudo-centroid. Optionally, categories that are too far 
from any supercategory may be discarded. A set of features 
Which best differentiates the resulting supercategory pseudo 
centroids is calculated, step 707, to form a neW supercat 
egory pseudo-centroid for each supercategory; this step uses 
the same mathematical approach as step 106, but With 
parameters adjusted to ensure that the pseudo-centroids that 
are formed are more general than those obtained for catego 
ries. This is, for example, done by aiming at 800 features 
rather than 150. Steps 705 through 707 are repeated, using 
the neW supercategory pseudo-centroids this time in step 
705 until a stable set of supercategories emerges, generally, 
this takes 3 to 4 iterations. In step 708, We check to see if 
there have been signi?cant changes in the categories in a 
supercategory, such as changes in their de?nitions or addi 
tion or subtraction of categories; if so, We repeat some or all 
of steps 701-707 to obtain a neW set of supercategory 
pseudo-centroids. 
[0056] FIG. 8 shoWs the details of step 105. The goal of 
this part of the method is to reduce overlap among catego 
ries. This step often starts With a single set of categories that 
belong to a speci?c supercategory, i.e., the output of the step 
104. In step 801, We calculate the pseudo-centroid of each 
category in the supercategory, if this has not already been 
done. In step 802, We calculate (pair-Wise) the distance 
(cosine) betWeen each document and each of the category 
pseudo-centroids. In step 803, We assign each document to 
the category to Which it is closest (i.e., has the loWest 
distance or the highest cosine value). In step 804 We 
calculate the difference betWeen the highest and second 
highest cosines to each document (i.e., We compute the 
difference of the distances betWeen the document and its tWo 
nearest categories); in step 805 We compare this difference 
to a ?rst threshold value. If the difference is beloW the ?rst 
threshold, the document is considered to belong to neither 
category (i.e., occurs in the overlap region betWeen tWo 
categories) and is temporarily discarded (step 807); other 
Wise it is kept. The highest distance (loWest cosine) is also 
compared in step 806 to a second threshold value; if the 
cosine is beloW this threshold (at a higher distance), the 
document is considered to be too far from any centroid and 
is temporarily discarded (step 807). Although the thresholds 
may range from Zero to unity, inclusive, We typically use a 
?rst threshold of 0.0001 to 0.0025 and a second threshold of 
0.25. 

[0057] FIG. 9 shoWs the details of step 106 in FIG. 1, 
namely the extraction of differentiating features using one or 
more feature extraction criteria. In step 901, We take the 
output of step 105 and for all documents and categories in 
the supercategory, calculate a measure of feature differen 
tiation for each feature. In our typical case, the measure of 
feature differentiation or uniqueness (the feature extraction 
criterion) is a Gini index [see U.S. Pat. No. 6,360,227 for 
details], the Gini index having a speci?able upper Gini index 
threshold, and a speci?able loWer Gini index threshold. Gini 
index thresholds may range from 0 to 1. In step 902, We 
calculate the average number of features in each category 
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Which Would remain if We removed all features With a 
speci?c upper Gini index threshold, 1.0 in a typical case. In 
step 903, We compare this average number of remaining 
features to a target number of features, ranging from 0 to the 
number of features in the dictionary, typically 165. If the 
average number of features is above this target, then We set 
the upper Gini index threshold loWer by a user de?ned 
amount (step 904), ranging from 0 to I, typically 0.005, and 
repeat steps 902-903. Then, in step 905, We delete from all 
of the pseudo-centroids of all of the categories in the 
supercategory the features With Gini indexes at or above the 
threshold. In step 906, We delete features from the category, 
starting With those at loWest frequency in the category, until 
the target number of features is reached. Alternatively, We 
may delete those features that have the loWest Gini index 
calculated for all documents Within a category. At the end, 
We calculate a neW pseudo-centroid from the ?nal set of 
features, step 907. Other feature deletion criteria may 
include: selecting at least one feature Which is present at 
high frequency in at least one category or supercategory but 
not in all categories or supercategories; discarding at least 
one feature occurring at frequencies beloW a preselected 
loWer cutoff value Within a category or supercategory; 
discarding at least one feature occurring at frequencies 
above a predetermined upper cutoff value Within a category 
or supercategory; discarding at least one feature occurring 
beloW a preselected loWer cutoff frequency or above a 
predetermined higher cutoff frequency Within a particular 
category or a particular supercategory; discarding at least 
one feature Within said particular category or supercategory 
having a Gini index above a speci?ed upper Gini index 
threshold; discarding at least one feature Within a particular 
category or a particular supercategory that has a Gini index 
Within said particular category or said particular supercat 
egory beloW a certain loWer Gini index threshold; selecting 
at least one feature that most differentiates a single category 
or a single supercategory from another category or super 
category; deleting at least one feature at a time based on one 
of these criteria until a desired number of features is 
obtained; and any combination of these criteria. 

[0058] In practice, the steps of FIGS. 8 and 9 are per 
formed in an iterative fashion, i.e., We ?rst reduce overlap, 
then select differentiating features, then reduce overlap, and 
so forth, through approximately 3 iterations. At each itera 
tion the thresholds are adjusted to be more severe, until an 
overall target system is reached. Documents that Were 
temporarily discarded during each iteration are usually 
added back in at the beginning of the next iteration. 

[0059] We noW perform the inspection of the data for 
further overlap, as shoWn in FIG. 10, Which provides the 
details of step 107. In step 1001, We calculate the pseudo 
centroids for each category in a supercategory, if this has not 
already been done. We then, in step 1002, calculate the 
distance betWeen each pair of pseudo-centroids, generally 
using the cosine measure. In step 1003, We rank-order the 
list of distances from loW to high and then, in step 1004, 
examine the pairs With the smallest distances manually to 
determine Where the overlap is deemed to be signi?cant. In 
practice, We ?nd that cosines above 0.60 indicate a degree of 
overlap that Will cause problems, although this threshold 
varies someWhat by supercategory. We may also perform the 
steps of FIG. 10 prior to step 105 (i.e., prior to reducing 
overlap and selecting differentiating features); in this case, 
the We look for cosines above 0.80 to ?nd the most severe 
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overlap. In any case, categories found to overlap too 
severely may in some cases be deleted and in other cases 
have their de?nitions (queries) modi?ed to reduce overlap 
(step 1005). This process is continued until the degree of 
overlap is considered acceptable. 

[0060] The pseudo-centroids created by steps 101-107 are 
then generally veri?ed in a variety of Ways. This can be by 
inspection of the pseudo-centroids to ensure that the features 
in the centroid are reasonable for a particular category. 
HoWever, a more de?nitive test is to select a set of docu 

ments (test documents), step 108, and to categoriZe those 
documents both manually and by using an automatic cat 
egoriZer, step 109. The automated categoriZer uses either the 
training data or the pseudo-centroids selected by steps 
101-107 to de?ne the categories. By comparing the manual 
and automated results, We identify those areas Which need to 
be improved, and, if necessary, iterate steps 101-109 until 
the desired degree of precision and recall are achieved. 

[0061] The present invention can be realiZed in hardWare, 
softWare, or a combination of hardWare and software. The 
present invention can be realiZed in a centraliZed fashion in 
one computer system, or in a distributed fashion Where 
different elements are spread across several interconnected 
computer systems. Any kind of computer system4or other 
apparatus adapted for carrying out the methods described 
hereiniis suitable. A typical combination of hardWare and 
softWare could be a general-purpose computer system With 
a computer program that, When being loaded and executed, 
controls the computer system such that it carries out the 
methods described herein. The present invention can also be 
embedded in a computer program product, Which comprises 
all the features enabling the implementation of the methods 
described herein, and Wh1ChiWheI1 loaded in a computer 
systemiis able to carry out these methods. 

[0062] Computer program means or computer program in 
the present context mean any expression, in any language, 
code or notation, of a set of instructions intended to cause a 
system having an information processing capability to per 
form a particular function either directly or after conversion 
to another language, code or notation and/ or reproduction in 
a different material form. 

[0063] It is noted that the foregoing has outlined some of 
the more pertinent objects and embodiments of the present 
invention. This invention may be used for many applica 
tions. Thus, although the description is made for particular 
arrangements and methods, the intent and concept of the 
invention is suitable and applicable to other arrangements 
and applications. It Will be clear to those skilled in the art 
that other modi?cations to the disclosed embodiments can 
be effected Without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention. The described embodiments ought to be con 
strued to be merely illustrative of some of the more promi 
nent features and applications of the invention. Thus the 
invention may be implemented by an apparatus including 
means for performing the steps and/or functions of any of 
the methods used for carrying out the concepts of the present 
invention, in Ways described herein and/or knoWn by those 
familiar With the art. Other bene?cial results can be realiZed 
by applying the disclosed invention in a different manner or 
modifying the invention in Ways knoWn to those familiar 
With the art. 
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We claim: 

1.-56. (canceled) 
57. A method comprising generating sets of features 

representing a plurality of categories from a taxonomy of 
categories, said step of generating including the steps of: 

selecting a set of categories Which both make sense to a 
human and are minimally overlapping With one 
another; 

choosing a set of training documents for each particular 
category Which both typify documents for said particu 
lar category and are only representative of said par 
ticular category; and 

determining a set of features for each particular category 
Which best distinguishes said each particular category 
from all other categories in said plurality of categories. 

58. A method as recited in claim 57, Wherein said making 
sense to a human includes meeting a criterion from a set of 
taxonomy sensibility criteria including: 

organiZing a taxonomy of categories in a hierarchical 
fashion, from the most general to the most speci?c, 
With each more speci?c topic being a subcategory 
(subdivision) of the preceding more general topic; 

labeling the categories in the taxonomy such that the 
labels describe the topics or concepts accurately and 
completely; 

nearness of tWo nodes on a taxonomy indicates that the 
topic categories are generally of the same scope for 
nodes at the same level; are conceptually related; 

categories are generally of the same scope for nodes at the 
same level; 

having each set of nodes of the taxonomy being sub-nodes 
of a given node include many of the subtopics of the 
topic represented by said given node; and 

any combination of these criteria. 
59. A method as recited in claim 57, Wherein the step of 

selecting categories minimally overlapping With one another 
includes at least one of: 

arranging categories in a directed acyclic graph; 

arranging categories in a taxonomy; and 

selecting categories such that categories having a com 
mon parent node in the taxonomy have a consistent 
relationship to said parent node. 

60. A method as recited in claim 59, Wherein said con 
sistent relationship to said parent node includes: 

de?ning a subdividing characteristic; and 

representing each aspect of said subdividing characteristic 
as a child node of said parent node. 

61. A method as recited in claim 57, further comprising 
indicating that said categories are minimally overlapping 
With one another by picking categories logically mutually 
exclusive of one another. 

62. A method as recited in claim 57, Wherein said step of 
choosing includes selecting training documents producing 
said set of features being suf?ciently similar to a particular 
set of features obtained from all possible training documents 
in said category. 
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63. A method as recited in claim 62, wherein the step of 
selecting training documents includes: 

forming a plurality of queries to a plurality of search 
engines providing a set of results; 

retrieving a set of URLs from the set of results to said 
formed queries; and 

forming a ?rst list of items, each item representing a 
particular training document pointed to by one URL 
from said set of results. 

64. A method as recited in claim 62, Wherein producing 
said set of features includes deleting training documents 
having more than a speci?ed threshold number come from 
a same source. 

65. A method as recited in claim 57, Wherein said step of 
choosing training documents includes eliminating training 
data in said particular category that are statistical outliers 
When compared to other training documents in said particu 
lar category. 

66. A method as recited in claim 65, Wherein the step of 
eliminating includes: 

calculating a measure of central tendency for a plurality of 
documents in said particular category; 

computing a distance measure for each training document 
in said particular category from said measure of central 
tendency; and 

discarding each training document Which is further than a 
speci?ed distance from said measure of central ten 
dency. 

67. A method as recited in claim 57, Wherein said step of 
selecting includes re-adding training documents previously 
eliminated, but Which are similar to a plurality of documents 
in the set of documents remaining after eliminating a plu 
rality of training documents. 

68. A method as recited in claim 57, Wherein said deter 
mining a set of features for each category Which best 
distinguishes said category from all other categories in said 
plurality of categories includes deleting from said list of 
features those features that occur more frequently than some 
upper frequency threshold in a plurality of said categories. 

69. A method as recited in claim 57, Wherein said deter 
mining a set of features for each category Which best 
distinguish it from all other categories in the set of categories 
includes having a minimum number of said set of features in 
common betWeen any pair of categories. 

70. A method as recited in claim 69, Wherein said having 
a minimum number of said set of features in common 
betWeen any pair of categories includes: 

calculating a measure of category feature uniqueness for 
each feature among a plurality of categories; 

eliminating features Which have a loW degree of category 
feature uniqueness. 

71. Amethod as recited in claim 70, Wherein said measure 
of category feature uniqueness is a Gini index, and a loW 
degree of category feature uniqueness is a high Gini index. 

72. A method as recited in claim 57, further comprising 
grouping categories into at least one supercategory. 

73. A method as recited in claim 72, Wherein said plurality 
of categories for Which a set of features is determined is a 
supercategory. 
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74. A method as recited in claim 72, Wherein grouping 
categories into a supercategory includes selecting categories 
Which have a plurality of features in common. 

75. A method as recited in claim 72, Wherein grouping 
categories into a supercategory includes selecting categories 
Which are logically related to one another. 

76. A method as recited in claim 57, further comprising 
utiliZing either said set of features determined for each 
category, or said set of training documents, or both, as inputs 
to a categorization system. 

77. A method comprising generating sets of features 
representing a plurality of categories from a taxonomy of 
categories, said step of generating including the steps of: 

selecting at least one set of potential categories for a 
categorization system; 

selecting training data into a set of training data for each 
of said potential categories; 

WinnoWing doWn the training data from each of said sets 
of training data into a smaller set of training data by 
applying at least one set of WinnoWing criteria; 

grouping the smaller set of training data from several 
related categories into a supercategory using at least 
one supercategory formation criterion; 

comparing the training data grouped in said supercategory 
and reducing overlap among categories Within said 
supercategory so as to produce a modi?ed group of 
training data; and 

extracting a set of differentiating features from the modi 
?ed group of training data. 

78. A method as in claim 77, further comprising employ 
ing a re-addition criterion to add back into the set of training 
documents at least one document eliminated in the step of 
WinnoWing doWn. 

79. A method as in claim 78, Wherein the re-addition 
criterion includes reinserting omitted documents omitted 
because a title of said omitted documents did not match one 
or more Words in the query. 

80.-87. (canceled) 
88. An article of manufacture comprising a computer 

usable medium having computer readable program code 
means embodied therein for causing generation of sets of 
features representing a category, the computer readable 
program code means in said article of manufacture com 
prising computer readable program code means for causing 
a computer to effect the steps of claim 57. 

89. A computer program product comprising a computer 
usable medium having computer readable program code 
means embodied therein for causing generation of sets of 
features representing a category, the computer readable 
program code means in said computer program product 
comprising computer readable program code means for 
causing a computer to effect the steps of claim 57. 

90. A program storage device readable by machine, tan 
gibly embodying a program of instructions executable by the 
machine to perform method steps for generating sets of 
features representing a category, said method steps compris 
ing the steps of claim 57. 

91. A storage medium for storing a program executable in 
a local system that includes ?rst path information specifying 
a path for accessing a ?rst object stored in a ?rst storage 
means, and second path information specifying a path for 
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accessing a second object stored in a second storage means, 
the program being adapted for controlling access to an 
object, comprising the steps of claim 57. 

92. An article of manufacture comprising a computer 
usable medium having computer readable program code 
means embodied therein for causing generation of sets of 
features representing a category, the computer readable 
program code means in said article of manufacture com 
prising computer readable program code means for causing 
a computer to effect the steps of claim 77. 

93. A computer program product comprising a computer 
usable medium having computer readable program code 
means embodied therein for causing generation of sets of 
features representing a category, the computer readable 
program code means in said computer program product 
comprising computer readable program code means for 
causing a computer to effect the steps of claim 77. 
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94. A program storage device readable by machine, tan 
gibly embodying a program of instructions executable by the 
machine to perform method steps for generating sets of 
features representing a category, said method steps compris 
ing the steps of claim 77. 

95. A storage medium for storing a program executable in 
a local system that includes ?rst path information specifying 
a path for accessing a ?rst object stored in a ?rst storage 
means, and second path information specifying a path for 
accessing a second object stored in a second storage means, 
the program being adapted for controlling access to an 
object, comprising the steps of claim 77. 

96.-99. (canceled) 


